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Abstract
We consider the tax advantage of an increase in the firms leverage under the German
tax code. The analysis is performed (i) for the case of a given Investment and future
dividend policy and (ii) to decide on the relative tax advantage of debt versus equity for
funding new Investments. We start with a more general model to derive simple
conditions for a tax advantage of debt under a "classical" tax system. Additionally we
show that under our assumption of a given future Investment policy capital gains taxes
do not matter for the capital structure decision. In the second part we include more
particularities of the German tax code, i.e. the corporate tax in combination with the
trade tax (Gewerbesteuer), the personal tax with a rebate for equity income (i.e. the
Halbeinkünfteverfahren), and we account for the different treatment of short and long
term debt under the trade tax.
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Motivation

Many publications consider the valuation of firms under a discriminatory tax
code.1 This literature takes the tax advantage or disadvantage of debt for a given
capital structure into account. To value the given firm e.g. a weighted average
cost of capital (WACC) depending on the capital structure, or an add on to the
value of an all equity firm (in the APV-Method) is to be determined. We are
instead interested in the tax consequences of a capital structure decision. That is,
we ask whether shareholders gain if the firm increases its leverage or raises new
debt instead of new equity to fund additional Investments. We will derive simple
conditions for a tax advantage of issuing new debt, given the future Investment
policy, i.e. under ceteris paribus conditions. To this end we first consider a pure
leverage decision where neither the present nor the future Investment policy of the
firm is affected. This implies that new debt raised to increase leverage is to be
poured out to shareholders. Furthermore, we hold the firm's dividends constant to
concentrate on the effect of increasing leverage instead of considering a Joint
effect of increasing leverage and changing dividend policy on taxes. To hold the
future dividends constant the firm has to issue new shares in the future to pay for
net interest and redeem the new debt.
Secondly, we consider the extemal funding of additional Investments in the firm
(to generale growth). In this case, new debt or new equity is to be raised. To
decide on the relative tax advantage of these alternatives, we will again insulate
the future Investment policy from the present financing mode.
Throughout our analysis we consider corporate taxes and personal taxes2 on
income. We start with a quite general tax code, and later on introduce some of the
particularities of the German tax code. For example we consider the income tax

1 See
2 The

e.g. Kra schwitz & Löffler (2006) for a concise approach and further references.
fact that also personal taxes have to be considered in the theo ry of capital structure decisions

seems to be generally accepted, at least since Miller (1 977). Furthermore, e.g. Graham (1999)
shows that personal taxes are an empirically relevant determinant of capital structure.
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discount on dividends ("Halbeinkünfteverfahren"), corporate tax and trade tax
("Gewerbesteuer"), the different treatment of interest on short and long term debt
in the trade tax base, and potential differences in the income tax rate of
shareholders and other Investors due to tax progression.
Of course, we are not the first to consider the capital structure decisions under
taxes. Beginning with Modigliani & Miller (1963) the literature started analyzing
corporate tax as a sole determinant of capital structure. But, at least since Miller
(1977), the need to include personal taxes into the analysis seems to be universally
acknowledged. The focus of Miller (1977) and the subsequent literature, e.g.
DeAngelo & Masulis (1980), is the optimal capital structure in market
equilibrium. The more direct approach of considering the consequences of a
capital structure decision on shareholders wealth is first accomplished in King
(1974), King (1977), Schneller (1980), Auerbach (1983), Mayer (1986), and many
others. Recently, there seems to be less interest in this subject, except for the of
course closely related literature on valuation of firms.
Even though the available literature seems to provide sufficient insight in the tax
advantage or disadvantage of debt, we think our analysis worthwhile. First, we
show that some of the available literature features improper violations of the
ceteris paribus condition necessary to analyze the capital structure decision as
such, or even contains mistakes. Secondly, to our knowledge, we are the first to
show that capital gains taxes are irrelevant for the capital structure decision under
rigorous

regard of the ceteris paribus condition.3 This result is at odds with some

of the existing literature. Thirdly, for lending we consider short term and long
term debt with different interest rates (non-flat term structure), and an uncertain
value of (long term) debt in the course of time due to interest rate risk. And, last
but not least, we are not aware of an analysis of capital structure decisions
considering the particularities of the current German tax code.

3

Of course, the value of firm depends on capital gains taxes. But, the decision to alter the capital

structure or how to fund an additional Investment does not depend on capital gains taxes, as we
will show.
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Since we ignore all determinants relevant for capital structure but taxes, our
results should be interpreted carefully. If we identify a tax advantage of debt,
other considerations may contradict the immediate implication that the firm
should increase its leverage. Our analysis only points out in what direction capital
structure decisions are driven by tax considerations.
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The Model with a Single Corporate Tax Rate

2.1
2.1.1

The Pure Leverage Decision
Assumptions

To illustrate our setting for the analysis we start with a simple tax code that omits
some (but not all) of the more complex details of the German tax code. We
assume that the firm has to pay corporate tax at a given rate of rc on profits, and
its shareholders have to pay income tax at a rate of TP .
Shareholders' income tax rate applies to their income from holding equity, e.g.
dividends. But, with the German tax code already in mind, we assume that only
half of the dividends are taxable (.Halbeinkünfteverfahren), so that the effective
tax rate on dividends is 0,5r7\4 If shareholders have additional income in form of
interest, they have to pay taxes at the total rate of rp.
Furthermore, shareholders may have to pay income tax on capital gains. But,
under the German tax code capital gains are effectively tax free if realized not
before one year after buying the shares. For a Corporation holding shares, capital
gains are always free of tax. To simplify our formal exposition, we firstly refrain
from explicitly considering capital gains tax. But, we will show that including a
tax on capital gains would not alter our results conceming the tax advantage of
increasing leverage or using debt instead of equity, if the firm's Investment policy
is given, i.e. the ceteris paribus condition holds.

4

The more general approach would be to introduce a particular income tax rate on dividend s that

may differ from the general income tax rate.
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We start with considering a quasi-one-period model. At the end of this period, in
t = 1, the firm pays a dividend of Divx (s) to shareholders, depending on the State
s. Ex dividend, the value of the firm's equity is Vf(s). Since in t = 1 new equity
shall be raised by selling a share of a, for a reason to become clear shortly, the
old shareholders retain (\-a)Vx(s). Hence, in / = 1, their wealth from holding
equity is
Wj(a) = (1-0,5zp)Divx(s) + (1 a
- )VxE(s).

(1)

Of course, V^s) depends on future dividends and thus on the firm's future
Investment policy. Since the firm's corporate tax reduces the cash flow available
for dividends and/or reinvestments, V^s) depends also on the corporate tax,
which in t = 1 is:
(2)
where rD is the interest on existing debt and rAAD is the interest on additional
debt to be raised eventually in t = 0
We now may consider the effect of an increase in the firm's leverage in t = 0.
This shall be done under strict observance of the ceteris paribus condition. That is,
the increase in leverage shall (i) not alter the firm's Investment policy today or in
future, (ii) nor its future dividend policy. If we allow instead for an alteration of
the firm's dividend policy as a result of increasing leverage, we will observe a
Joint effect on taxes (to be considered in Ch. 2.2.2). Here, we start with the
assumption that the dividend Divx (s) does not depend on raising any new debt in
t = 0.
To hold the firm's Investments in t = 0 constant we have to assume that any
additional debt raised in t = 0 by the firm will not result in additional Investments
but will be poured out to shareholders. This may happen by repurchasing shares at
current market value or by paying a special dividend.
To hold the firm's future Investments and dividends constant, we have to assume
that new shares are issued in t = 1 to repay principal and net interest of the new
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debt raised in t = 0. Therefore, given the cash flow CFl (s), the Investment /,(.?),
the firm's corporate tax, and dividend in t = 1, the following budget constraint
must hold:
aV*(s) =/, (s) -[cfjW - D/v, (s) -(EBITX (S) -rD- rAAD)rc - (1 + rÄ)AZ>] .(3)
Repaying the new debt in t = 1 at face value, as we assumed in (3), implies that it
is short term in the sense that it is due in t = 1. We henceforth write ADS for the
amount of new short term debt and r^ for the appropriate interest rate and
analyze its tax advantage in 2.1.2. The case of raising long term debt shall be
considered in 2.1.3.
Obviously, the share a to be sold in / = 1 to repay debt is increasing in the
amount of new debt, ADs. Fora high cash flow, CFl (s), and a small new
Investment, /,(•$•), a may in principle also be negative. Then, the firm buys back
some of its own shares, but less than if in t = 0 no new debt is raised.
In (3) we furthermore implicitly assumed that the new debt is riskless, and, that
the firms pays taxes in any State s. We repeat these assumptions explicitly and
discuss their implications later:
Assumption 1: New debt is free of risk. Hence, r^ is the riskfree rate on short
term debt.
Assumption 2: The firm's EBIT in t = 1 is always high enough to pay corporate
tax, i.e.
(EBTT^-rD-r* AD')>0.

(4)

Assumption 2 is less restrictive than it might seem since it is only important that
paying interest saves on corporate tax.5 If the profit of period 1 is negative, the tax
shield is not totally lost since the loss may be carried forward.

5

Kraschwitz et al. (2004) show t hat under this condition even the risk of insolvency has no

influenae on the firm's value.
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2.1.2

Short Term Debt

Under the budget constraint (3), the old shareholders' t = 1 wealth from holding
equity (see (1)) becomes:
w,(f) = (l-0,5/)Dh,,(j) + (l-e)f%
= (1 - 0,

(j) +

- 7. (a) + Cf; (j) -

(j)

(5)

-(EBITX(s) -rD- r^M)5)rc -(l + r^)AD\
Obviously, this wealth is decreasing in the dividend D/v, (s); at least if capital
gains are not taxed.6 Therefore, we may conclude that the firm should not pay
dividends. Of course, this conclusion at least presupposes that the firm can invest
its free cash flow in projects with zero NPV after corporate tax or pay out cash via
share repurchases without income tax bürden for shareholders. Without referring
to other arguments as e.g. costs of free cash flow7 we hence cannot explain within
our model why the firm pays dividends. Even though, we take the dividend policy
as exogenously determined and given.
To consider the effect of an marginal increase in the firms new short term debt on
shareholders' wealth we have to take into account not only the effect on wx(s)
from (5), but also the shareholders additional wealth position from the new debt
poured out to them. In general, this payout may come in form of a special
dividend or via repurchasing shares. Perhaps it results in additional taxes. Let
ß e [0, l] be the share of the payout to be taxed. If the payout comes as a special
dividend, ß = 0.5 under the German tax code, since only half of the dividends are
taxed (Halbeinkünfteverfahren). Given the shareholders income tax rate rp they
receive a net payment of

6

ßrp)M)s in / = 0. This can be reinvested at the

Green & Hollifield (2003) consider the personal tax advantage of debt resulting under the

assumption that all payments to shareholders are made through share repurchases but realized
capital gains have to be taxed. Therefore the income on equity is also not free of personal tax, but
an advantage comes from deferring taxes until realization. They find that the resulting tax
advantage relative to dividends reduces the cost of capital by approximately 0.8%.
7 See

Jensen (1986).
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market until t = 1, yielding a net payment of (1 + (1- rp)r^)(\ - ßzp)ADs. In
total, shareholders' wealth in t = 1 is hence:
Wl (s) =

WI(J) +

(1 + (1 -

1- ßrP)ADs

= [(1 -O.ST^)D/v, (g) + tf(s) -7, (^) + Cf] (f) -D/v, (,)
~{EBITX(J)-rD-r^AD*)tc -(1 +rAs)ADs

(6)

+ (1 + (1-Tp)r* )(1- ßrp)ADs ].
Obviously, shareholders gain from an increase in leverage if:

dAD

> 0 Vf

<=>

(1- ßrp)(l + (1- rp)r4i) > 1 + (1- rc )rAs

(7)

o

(8)

Hence, the tax advantage of increasing leverage does not depend on EBJTX (s), the
given dividend policy, D/v, (5), or the initial level of debt. Notable is especially
the irrelevance of the dividend policy for the result in (9). The reason is that we
assumed that dividends are not changed after increasing the firm's leverage and
hence income tax of all shareholders (old an new) does not change either.
If ß = 0, i.e. pouring out the proceeds from raising new debt comes without any
income tax, a necessary and sufficient condition for a tax advantage of short term
debt is
TC>tP,

(10)

as probably would have been expected. Raising new debt and pouring out the
proceeds to shareholders is only advantageous if the corporate tax rate exceeds the
income tax rate of the current shareholders. Only then the firm saves more on
corporate taxes than the shareholders have to pay on additional income from
investing the proceeds in their private portfolio.
If ß>0, this condition (10) is only necessary but not sufficient. Then, the present
value of the net tax savings (LHS of (9)) per unit additional short term debt must
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exceed the income tax to be paid by shareholders per unit of poured out new debt
(RHS of (9)). The only relevant income tax rate in (9) is still that of the firm's
current shareholders.
It is now almost straightforward to conclude that decreasing leverage is
advantageous if condition (10) does not hold. Not relevant is of course condition
(9) because when leverage is decreased shareholders receive no payout of which a
share of ß may be taxed. The most simple way to decrease the firm's effective
leverage is for the shareholders to buy new shares in value of ADs and the firm
investing the proceeds at the riskless rate r^. Then, the firm earns an additional
profit of r^AD* before corporate tax and hence has to pay rcrAsAZ)'5 more tax.
Shareholders instead save income tax of rprAsADs if they fund the purchase of
new equity in t = 0 with a reduction in other riskless Investments. On balance,
shareholders gain if
(11)
If firm's debt is bought back by others than the current shareholders, an income
tax rate different from the latter's may apply.

2.1.3

Long Term debt

Let us now consider under what conditions an increase in leverage by raising
additional long term debt is advantageous. The main difference in this analysis
compared to the preceding will be that the long term debt is not due in t = 1 and
hence its value Vf°(s) at that time is uncertain, i.e. it depends on the State s. Due
to this fact we will resort here a present value analysis.
To hold the firm's future dividend and Investment policy constant, we again
require an issue of new equity in t = 1 with
ePf (j) =

M - CT] W +

(,) +(2277;(j) -rD) ^ + (1-^)^^+^,(12)
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where AD' is the face value of new long term debt, an rAl is the interest rate on
this long term debt. Vis the market value of the new debt in t = 1; an uncertain
value since it depends on the interest term structure in t = 1.
Under budget constraint (12) old shareholders' equity stake (see (1)) becomes:
wf"(j) = (1 - 0.5^)2)»,,(j) + (1= (1- 0.5/)Di\ (a) +

(a) -7, (a) +

(j) -

(f)

- {EBIT,(s) - rD) TC - (1 - rc)rAlADl = (1 - 0.5T^)D/V, (j) +^^(f ) - (j) +

(13)

(f) -D/v, (f)

-(EB/7;(^-rD)^ -(l-T^)^AZy-^ +(r^ -T™)^Af/,
were we introduced rPD as the income tax rate of the marginal lender in the
market when adding zero in the last line of (13).
If the firm does not raise new debt in t = 0, shareholders' future wealth will be
W1

CO = (1 - o, Srp)Divl (s) +VlE(s) -/, (s) + CFX (s) -Divx (j)

^

- (EBITX (s) -rD) rc.
Shareholders gain from increasing the firm's leverage if the present value (PV) of
there future wealth w[ev (s) from (13), plus the net proceeds from new debt,
exceeds the present value of wx (s) form (14). Net of personal income tax
shareholders receive a payment of (1 - ßzp)ADl from the proceeds of newly
raised long term debt in t = 0.
Hence, increasing leverage is advantageous if
PV[w[e\s)\ +{\-ßrP)AD1 >PK[W,(J)]
Since

w[ev(s)

from (13) equals

wx(s)

(15)

from (14), except for the term

-(1 -TPD)rAIADI -VAD(5) + (jc -zPD)rMAD', we conclude that (15) holds if
fy^_(l_/yAD'-^W + (^-T™)^AD] +(l-^)AD' >0

(16)

To solve for the present value on LHS of (16) we first observe that the present
value of (}-rPD)rAlADl +^(5) must equal the amount of new debt to be raised

9

in t = 0, AD, for the marginal lender to break even. Furthermore, the net tax
shield (rc - zPD)rAIAD is by assumption free of risk so that its present value can
be calculated by discounting with the riskless short term net interest rate
Q-TPD)rhs. Therefore, (16) simplifies to the following condition for a tax
advantage of increasing the firm's leverage by raising new long term debt:

^

A,
i+(i -zPDY

(17)

Condition (17) is quite similar to condition (9), the one for a tax advantage of
short term debt. But, in the numerator on the LHS of (17) the net tax saving is
based on actual paid long term interest rate rM instead of the short term rate. The
short term rate is used as discount rate since the net tax saving accrues after one
period. Furthermore, (17) differs from (9) in that the income tax rate of the
marginal lender, rPD, instead of the shareholders' income tax rate, tp, is relevant.
If both tax rates coincide, and rAl >

the LHS of (17) exceeds the LHS of (8),

implying a higher tax advantage of long term debt compared to short term debt.

2.1.4

Income Tax on Capital Gains

We now show that introducing taxes on capital gains does not alter our results
from the preceding analysis. In this analysis we assume that long term debt is
raised to increase the firm's leverage. The case of short term debt is similar but
not explicitly considered here.
Shareholders may have to pay capital gains taxes if they seil their shares at a price
above purchase price. Increasing the firm's leverage may result in higher share
prices and hence in higher capital gains taxes. But, as we will show, this chance in
capital gains tax will not alter an eventual advantage of increasing leverage.
Old shareholders future wealth from holding equity is given by (13)

10

<v 0) = (1 - 0.5TP)DiV] (s) +VXE (s) -/, (s) + CFX ( J) -Div,(s)
-(EBITx{s)-rD)rc-(\-TPD)rMADl -V*0+(rc-rPD)rAiAD1.
Let us assume that the new debt is poured out via repurchasing b shares at current
market price K1™, with bKl0ev = AD1. If m is the number of shares before the
repurchase, the price per share alter pouring out the new debt will be
PV\^(s)\+AÖ
m-b

(ig)

m

Without the increase in leverage, shareholders future wealth Wj(^) from holding
equity is instead given by (14). Then, the current share price is

(19)

m

Let us now assume that shareholders' tax base for capital gains taxes is
K_x < Min\^KQ,K'Qev^. From selling a share in t = 0 after the firm has increased its
leverage, the seller collects net of capital gains taxes
^

^

(20)

Without the increase in leverage the proceeds from selling a share in t - 0 net of
capital gains tax would be
(21)
Comparing both income positions shows that increasing leverage is advantageous
even for those shareholders selling in t - 0 and having to pay capital gains taxes,
if

<=>

PF[<V(5)] +AZ);

PV^S)]

m

m

(22>

PV [<v (j)] -PV [w,(s)] + AD' > 0.
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Note that the capital gains tax rate cancels out. Hence, it is irrelevant for the
capital structure decision.
Furthermore, we already know from the analysis in 2.1.3 that
=

+

,

(23)

and therefore shareholders gain form increasing the firm's leverage, i.e. condition
(22) holds, if

-^+T+a-"y+Ag'>0

°

(24)

<=>

(25)

(24) is in fact the same condition as in (17) for /? = 0. That is because we
assumed here that the payout in t = 0 comes via repurchasing shares instead of
dividends. Therefore, if any tax has to be paid on this payout, it is the capital gains
tax already considered in (20). So only the simple condition (25) remains.
If the payout is instead as a special dividend, the price per share in t = 0 after this
dividend is
Klev,Div =

PV\_W1

^

(26)

m
and shareholders' income per share sold in t - 0 net of capital gains tax is hence
ßkv/Div _ ^rlevIDiv
1

^CG l^rlevIDiv
^

\ ^ 0
'

ß^ )AZ)
m

(27)

This wealth exceeds the net income per share from (21), i.e. with no increase in
leverage, if

12

K[ev'D,v -rCG (K[ev'Div -K j) + (1
'

)AZ>

m

>%, -rCG(Kx -)

(][-ßrp)ADl
m
o

(1 -zCG)(PV[w[ev(s)']-PV[wl (f)])>-(l-yß/)AD'

(28)

/
4*

(1-T^) -AH +

l + (l-r^)r^

\>-(l-ßTF)ADl

From this condition we see that the capital gains tax rate does not drop out in
general. But, if the capital gains tax rate equals the effective tax rate o the
dividend, zCG = ßrp, which is actually the case in Germany, condition (28) equals
that in (24) without any relevance of the capital gains tax.

2.2
2.2.1

Funding Growth with Debt or Equity
Given Dividend Policy in the Quasi-One-Period Model

The pure leverage decision might be seen as a mainly artificial case since in
reality firms quite seldom perform a pure debt for equity or equity for debt swap.
The more relevant case is probably that a given need for capital, e.g. to finance
growth, has to be met by issuing new debt or new equity. As we will see, in this
case the criterion for the debt versus equity choice is generally simpler.
Assume that the firm has to finance an additional Investment of AI0 in t = 0 with
extemal fund, i.e. new debt or new equity.8 In case of new debt the firm has to
raise AD - AI0.
In case of new equity the firm has to seil a share of A with
= Mg (=AD).

8

(29)

We take the additional Investment as given, ignoring th e fact that the optimal vol ume of new

Investments depends on the cost of capital and hence on the financial structure. For a model with
endogenous Investments see e.g. Mayer (1986).
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The old shareholders' wealth in / = 0 is therefore:
= (1 -A)P^ =

- A/ß =

- AD.

(30)

Without loss of generality we may assume that in case of using new equity in
t = 0,

no

further

issue

is

necessary

in

t = \,

i.e.

/, (s) + Divx (s) + (EBITX (s) -rD) rc = CFX (s) V s .
If new short term debt (due in t = 1) is used to finance the Investment in t - 0 the
firm has to issue new equity in t = 1 to repay the additional debt to follow the
same future Investment policy as in the case with an initial issue of new equity.
Hence, it has to seil a share of a with
aV*uU»(s) = (1 + rAs)ADs -

AD*.

(31)

Old shareholders' wealth in t = 1 is therefore:
^ (j) = (1- 0,5r')Dfv,(j) + (1- a)^^"»(f)
Equity(s) -(1 + (1 = (1 - 0,5TP)Divx(s) + V
rc)rAs)ADs
x

(32)

= (1-0,5 rp)Divl (s) + VxEquity (s) -(1 + (l- rPD y* )ADS +(TC-rro>Ä5ADs.
This first two terms in the last line of (32) are in sum the total wealth from
holding the firm's equity. Hence, the present value thereof is the current value of
the firm's equity, V0Equ"y. The third term in the last line of (32) is the income on
debt net of income tax of the marginal lender in the market. Its present value must
equal

the face value to make the lender

break

even. The last term,

(rc -TPD )rAs'ADs, is free of risk, hence its present value can be calculated using
the net interest rate (1 -rPD)rAs. The present value of shareholders future wealth
Wx(s) from (32) is therefore:
(rc -TPD\r^\DS

.

(33)

Comparing (30) and (33) shows that fimding growth with new debt is preferable
to new equity if

~

<34)
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This is in principle exactly the same criterion as in 2.1 for ß = 0 (see (10)), as one
might have expected. The only difference is, that we have to consider the income
tax rate rPD of the marginal lender instead of the shareholders income tax rate
rp. The reason is, that when funding growth with new debt instead of pouring it
out to shareholders, the latter generale no additional interest income to be taxed at
rp. The additional interest income accrues to the market. Hence, we have to
compare the income tax rate implicitly used in valuation with the corporate tax
rate.

If new long term debt is used to finance the Investment in t = 0 its value in t = 1
is an uncertain Vxm. Again, we assume that the firm has to issue new equity in
t = 1 to repay the additional debt to follow the same further Investment policy as
in the case with an initial issue of new equity. This share of a is given by
aV^is) = (l-TC)rA'ADl +7^'.

(35)

Old shareholders' wealth in t = 1 is hence:
^ (a) = (1- 0,5/)D;\(j) +(1- a)r^(f)
= (1-0,5 rp)Divl (s) + VEqu,ty (s) -(1 - rc )rAl AD1 -V^1

(36)

= (1- 0,5r')Drv,(f) +^^(f) - (1- f ™)r^AZy -^ + (z^ _ r^)r^AD\
This first two terms in the last line of (36) are, as in (32), in sum the total wealth
from holding the firm's

equity. Hence, the present value thereof is again the

current value of the firm's equity, V0Equ"y. The third and forth term together is the
now the uncertain t = 1 wealth from holding long term debt, net of income tax.
Irrespective of the risk in

, this position's present value is the face value of

new debt if the marginal lenders breaks even. The last term, (zc -zPD)rAl AD1 is
likewise to the last term in (32). Its present value can be calculated using the net
interest rate (1-rPD)r^. Adding all up, we see that the present value of
shareholders future income W[(s) from (36) is:
c
PD
Al
New Debt = %^(a)-AD' + (r -r )r AD'
K
(1 + (1-T^)r^)

(37)
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Comparing this present wealth with shareholders' wealth when using new equity
from (30) gives the same criterion as for short term debt: Funding growth with
new long term debt is preferable if
(rc-TPD)ruU?
(If(l-T^)r^)

>0

O

ßg)

The bottom line is same simple condition as in (34) where we considered the
advantage of short term debt. But, since the net tax shield (the numerator on the
LHS of the first condition in (38)) is based on the interest rate on long term debt
instead of the short term rate as in (34), the scale of the tax advantage may be
different. A further difference may result form differences in the treatment of
interest on long and short term debt as a reduction of the firm's corporate tax base.
This is in fact the case in the German tax code and will be considered in section 3.

2.2.2

Adjusting Dividends and Permanent Increase in Debt

So far we assumed a given dividend policy and a given Investment policy even
after t = 1. To cope with this ceteris paribus condition we had to assume that the
total payments to lenders and shareholders after t = 1 are independent of the
capital structure decision in t = 0. Therefore, we assumed that interest9 and
principal of any additional debt raised in t = 0 will be paid from the proceed of an
issue of new equity in t = 1.
But we may also consider the possibility of isolating the firm's future Investment
policy from the current capital structure decision by adjusting the dividends.
Then, if the firm's

future Investments, I,(s,), its EBIT^s,) and cash flow,

CFt(st), shall be taken as given, the dividend Div,(s,) decreases in the volume of
new debt, AD, raised in t = 0:
D/v, (J,) =

9

(J,) -

) -(1- ff )(rD+/AD).

(39)

Net of the reduction in corporate tax.
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We ignore any amortization of (new) debt in (39) to contrast the analysis with the
one in 2.2.1 where we assumed a payback of the new debt by issuing new equity
in future. Here, we may simply assume that the new debt is raised by issuing a
perpetual bond and hence increasing leverage permanently.
Given the budget constraint (39), we now consider whether the firm should raise
new debt or equity in r = 0 to finance the Investment of AI0 in growth. That is,
we consider the combined effect of a capital structure decision and a dependent
adjustment in dividend policy.
In case of raising the new capital via issue of new debt in t = 0 the net income of
the firm's shareholders in State st in t is
NjE(+ADebt)

DiV

)
(40)

= (l -0.5TP)(CFt(st )-It(st)- xcEB!Tt (st )-(\-rc )(rD + rA AD)).
If the firm raises the new capital via issue of new equity in t = 0 instead of new
debt, the net income of the firm's shareholders (old and new) in State s, in t is:
NIE(+AEqui,y) =/j_05rM Div/g

)

/

V

(41)

Note that the net income after raising new debt (40) is smaller than after raising
new equity (41), namely by
(l-0,5TP)((l~TC)rA)AD

(42)

in each period and State. Hence, the present value of equity must also be smaller
when the firm raises new debt. The difference is the present value of the annual
cash flow in (42):
yEf+ADebt) = yEf+AEquity) _ py

_ 0.5^)^1 -7°

jzLöj .

(43)

But, if new equity is raised in t = 0 to fund the new Investment, old shareholders
retain only a share of Ä in the firm, such that
ÄV£f+A£gu"y) =

^

= ÄD

(44)
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Therefore, new debt is advantageous to new equity if the old shareholders' share
1-/1 in the firm's equity after issuing new equity in t = 0 is worth less than the
firm's equity after raising new debt:
_ ^yE(+AEquity) ^ yE(+ADebt)
4*

VE(+AEqm,y) -AD < VE(+AEqu"y) -PV((l -0.5tp)((l-tc)rA)ADj. (45)

o

l>fF((l-0.5r^((l-T^/)).

The present value of the annuity (l -0.5zp j^l -zcjrAJ has to be calculated with
the long term interest rate rA, net of tax of the marginal lender, zPD:

)r

^

<46>

so that the condition for a tax advantage of debt from (45) becomes:
...
. .v
X>Pv((l-0.5r%l-Sy))

«•

«

(l-0.5zp)((l-zc)rA)
l>i
'

(l-0.5r/,)(l-rc)<(l-fPO)

(«)

(48)

This criterion10 differs from that in 2.2.1 (see (38)) because we considered here an
adjustment in the firm's future dividends. Raising new debt today results in lower

10 This

is identical to the well known condition for a positive gain form leverage in Miller (1977),

p. 267 , even though he does not consider the decision to fiind an additional project with debt or
equity and hence has to assume that interest is deductible und er the personal income tax. C loser to
ours i s therefore the analysis in King (1977), where our condition (47), with reversed inequality
(for an advantage of issuing new shares), can already be found; see King (1977), p. 96. In the
almost identical analysis in King (1974), p. 27, he obtains a different result because, there, he
assumes that in case of debt financing dividends in t = 1 are reduced not only to pa y for the net
interest but also the principal of the additional debt raised in t = 0. In King (1977) and our
analysis a reduction in dividends in case of debt financing is assumed only for paying the net
interest. King (1977) assumes that the principal is repaid by an issue of new shares in t = 1. We
assume instead a perpetual bond or repaying debt with new debt, leading to the sam e result as in
King (1977)
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dividends in total, compared to issuing new equity, and hence saves on income
taxes on dividend. That's why the LHS of (48) is smaller than it would be under
the assumptions of constant dividends, i.e. in (38).
Only if dividends are tax free (rp =0) condition (48) degenerates to (38). This is
of course equivalent to not paying any dividends but buying back shares to pour
out free cash flow free of tax.

2.2.3

Introducing Income Tax on Capital Gains

To consider the effect of capital gains on our results assume that the price per
share before the additional Investment in t = 0 is K_x, and the number of
outstanding shares is m.
If new debt is raised to fund the Investment, the value of equity in t = 0 is
yEf+ADebt) ^

the price per share is

KE(+ADeb,) =

izEf+ADebt)
fo
m

(49)

If instead n new shares are issued to fund the Investment the value of equity in
t = 0 is y£(+AEiu"y); the price per share is
jyE( -VAEquity)
gEf+AEquity) _ J_0
0
m+n

^Q)

With the budget constraint nK^+AEiu"y> - AI0 it follows from (50)
yE(+AEquity)
ir
ZJ10
ß-E(+AEquity) _ 'Q
0
mm

(51)

Let us now consider the proceeds from selling a share in t = 0 if capital gains
taxes have to be paid on K^(+AEqu"y' - K_{. If the firm had raised new equity, the
net proceed is
g+AEqwty _ gE(+AEquity) _ ^CG ^ j^E(+AEquHy) _ js j

(52)

If the firm raised new debt instead the net proceed is
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a+jad/ ^

_ ^.cc

J.

(53)

Comparing (52) and (53) shows that debt is advantageous relatively to equity if
j^+ADebt ^ j^+AEqwty
(l -fCG )
<S5>

^ ^ _ ^.CG ^

+ ^.CG^

j£E(+ADebt) ^ ^rE(+AEquity)

Note that the capital gains tax rate drops out. And, when we Substitute the share
prices from (49) and (51), we are back at the same criterion as in (48):
+^Debt) ^
yE(+ADebt)
m
<=>
o

+ä£quity)
yE(+AEquity)
>—
—
mm
^

_ ^0

(55)

VE(+AEqu"y) - PV ((1 - 0. Sxp )((l -rc) rA) AD} > VE(+AEqu,ty) - AD

Therefore, introducing capital gains tax does not alter the results from before.

3

3.1

The Model with German Corporate Tax and Trade Tax

Corporate taxes in Germany

In this chapter we consider how the results from the preceding analysis have to be
modified if we take a closer look at the particularities of the German tax code. The
main simplification in chapter 2 was the assumption of only one constant
corporate tax rate. In fact, a German firm

has to pay corporate tax

(Körperschaftsteuer) and municipal trade tax (Gewerbesteuer) with different
bases and a deductibility of trade tax from the corporate tax base.
Tax base for the trade tax in year t is (approximately) EBITt minus all interest on
debt, plus half of the interest on long term debt,
EBITt -rsDts-r'Dlt + ylDtl = EBIT,-rsD,s

,

(56)
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if positive, with:
D*

- short term debt

fs

- interest on short term debt

D'

- long term debt

r>

- interest on long term debt

Given the effective trade tax rate rGew, the trade tax TGew in t is
1
\
„Ds r -> s * „Dl r- >/ _Gew
0, EBITt - r Dts - - rulD,' T
.
2
J
Tax base for corporate tax is the firm's

(57)

profit minus trade tax, i.e. EBITt minus

total interest, minus trade tax: (EBITt -rsDts -r'Dtl - TtGew j. Given the corporate
tax rate, rKst, and the trade tax, TtGew, the corporate tax is hence11:
TtKSl = Max(0,EBrr,-rsD,s -r'D,'-TGew)TKs'.

(58)

Consistent with assumption 2 in chapter 2 we assume that profits are always
positive, so that the firm always pay trade tax and corporate tax:
Assumption 3:
(a,) -r'D/ - r'D/ > 0

Vf, a,.

(59)

Then, the firm's total tax in Ms:

11

In Germany no such thing as a tax credit exist, which plays a major roll in DeAngelo & Masulis

(1980).
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rp Kst rp

Oew

\
\
EBITt - rsD* - r Dt - EBITt - rsDts -1/D/ xGew T** +
/
J
1
\
EBIT, -rsDts ~—rlDtl „Gew
= {rKst + rGew - TGewTKs' )(EBITt - rsDts) -fr*" +1 zGew - ^ zGewzmKst r'D,'.
(60)

To simplify the presentation we define:
^+r^-T^T^) = 0^>O,

(61)

and
+1/%.
2

2

> 0,

(62)

and henceforth write for the total tax on the corporate level:
jKs, + jGe»

=

^Es ^EB][Ti _ rsDs J

(63)

Obviously, total tax on the corporate level decreases in the level of short and long
term debt. Increasing the short term debt or the long term debt by one unit reduces
the firm's taxes by coEsrs or o)lrl, respectively.

3.2

The Pure Leverage Decision

We know form 2.1 that increasing leverage with short term debt is advantageous,
given the firms Investment policy and future dividends if
(fC-ry
l+a-O^

(see (9))

if rc is the corporate tax rate and hence the marginal tax saved by paying interest
on short term debt. We furthermore know from 3.1 that in Germany interest on
short term debt reduces the sum of corporate and trade tax by coEs. Thus the
relevant criterion for a tax advantage of short term debt in Germany for the pure
leverage decision is:
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With

ß = Q, the case most favorable for increasing leverage, condition (64)

simplifies to
(65)
As a numerical example consider the actual corporate tax rate rKS' = 0.26375
(including the add on tax "Solitaritätszuschlag") and a trade tax rate of
rGew = 0.1667 .l2 Then, for ß = 0, short term debt is advantageous if
0.3865 >r^.

(66)

So, increasing leverage is not always advantageous. Since the maximum income
tax rate in Germany definitely exceeds the critical value from (66), increasing
leverage may not pay under the most comprehensive ceteris paribus condition
considered here.
Less advantageous is an increase in debt, of course, if shareholders have to pay
additional income tax on the proceeds from raising new debt, i.e. ß>0. With e.g.
ß = 0.5 condition (64) holds only if 0.0337 > vp . Therefore, income on debt must
be almost free of tax to generate a tax advantage of debt.
If raising new long term debt is considered to increase leverage, we know from
2.1 that this is advantageous if
(fC-r™)^
\+ (\-zPD)rM

> ßr .

(see (17))

Since long term debt reduces taxes on the firm's level in Germany by cd per unit
of interest, the relevant criterion for a tax advantage of long term debt under the
German tax code is:

12

This affective rate is less the typical nominal rate, b ecause the trade tax is deductible as a cost

from its own tax base. The effective trade tax rate is 16.67% for a nominal rate of 20% (i.e . for a
"Hebesatz" of 400% and the "SteuermesszahF of 5%).
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(r^ +-T^"
PD\„As
1 + (1 T
- eü
)r

>y?/.

(67)

Even if the term structure of interest rates is flat, rM =r^, and zPD =rp this
condition (67) differs from the one for a tax advantage of short term debt, see (64)
The reason is that the marginal tax shield of interest on long term debt differs
from that of short term debt under the German tax code
a/cw*

<=>

2

(68)

2

Therefore, long term debt is c.p. less advantageous.
Let us consider our numerical example for the special case with ß = 0. Then,
condition (67) holds if
0.3251 >r™.

(69)

Compared to (66) this may be a more demanding condition, for the reason given
in (68).
With ß > o, the tax advantage of long term debt depends also on the long and
short term interest rates. If we assume for our numerical example again ß = 0.5,
= 0.05,

rA/= 0.075, and moreover

TP=TPD, condition (67) holds if

TP = TPD < 0.0407 . This is not very likely.

3.3
3.3.1

Funding Growth
Constant Dividend Policy

From 2.2.1 we know that issuing new debt is preferable to an issue of new equity
to fund Investments in t = 0 under a given dividend policy, if
rc >TPD ,

(see (34) or (38))

irrespective of whether debt is long term or short term. Only the particularities of
the German tax code lead to a difference in the assessment of long or short term
debt. For long term debt we have to implement the compounded tax rate co1 in
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place of rc, or coEs > a>' in case of short term debt. Hence, long term debt is
advantageous to equity if
o

2

(70)

2

and short term debt is advantageous to equity if

The reason for the tax advantage of short term debt being higher than that of long
term debt is the difference in deductibility of long and short term interest from the
trade tax base. Long term debt is discriminated in this respect.
We already calculated co' and a>Es for the tax rates given in the numerical
example in 3.2. For rKSl = 0.26375 and rGew = 0.1667, we get co' =0.3251 and
coEs = 0.3865 . Hence, if
0.3865 >r™> 0.3251,

(72)

raising short term debt has a tax advantage compared to issuing equity, but long
term debt has not.

3.3.2

Adjusting Dividends and Permanent Increase in Debt

If the firm raises debt to fund Investments in t = 0 instead of equity and reduces
future dividends by the net interest payments to hold future reinvestments
constant, we know from the analysis in 2.2.2 that debt is advantageous if
(l-0,5r,')(l-rc)<l-rw\

(see (48))

Considering the German tax code we have to Substitute co1 for rc in this
condition if the debt is long term (a reasonable assumption for the setting). Hence,
the condition for a tax advantage of long term debt in Germany is
(1-0,5T')(1-Ö')<1-T

™

<=>
\

(l -0, 5T'P ) [l -tKsl -2

+ -TGewrKs'

(73)
<l-rT
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Given our realistic corporate tax rates, 7^= 0.26375 and rGew = 0.1667, this
condition becomes:
(l-0.5rp)(l-0.325l)<l-r™

<=>

r™-03375/ <0.3251.

(74)

Let us further assume that TPD = rp, then using debt instead of equity leads to a
tax advantage if:
TP < 0,4907.

(75)

Since the maximum income tax rate is 42%, and, including Solidaritätszuschlag,
the effective tax on income is 1.055 x 42% = 44,31%, (75) holds for sure.

4

Summary

We considered the tax advantage of an increase in the firm's leverage in a quite
general setting and furthermore analyzed this capital structure decision under the
German Tax code.
If we hold the firm's Investment policy and future dividend policy constant (the
most comprehensive ceteris paribus condition), the advantage of increasing
leverage does not only depend on the corporate tax rate, the tax rate on income
from debt, but also on the tax treatment of the payout to shareholders from the
proceeds of new debt. Of course, the higher the tax bürden on those payouts, the
less advantageous is an increase in the firm's leverage. If the payout can be
completely shielded13 from tax, increasing leverage is advantageous if the
corporate tax rate exceeds the income tax rate to be paid on income from debt.
The relevant income tax rate in this case is the one of the firm's current
shareholders. We furthermore showed that capital gains taxes are not relevant for
the leverage decision.

13

This includes the case with a tax on the payout in form of a special dividend which is

compensated by the effect of a decrease in share prices leading to decreasing capital gains taxes.
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Under the current German tax code, we found, that increasing leverage with short
(long) term debt is advantageous if the income tax rate is less than 38.65%
(32.51 %) if no taxes have to be paid on the proceeds from new debt. The critical
value for the income tax rate decreases with tax on the proceeds from new debt,
e.g. to only 3.37% in case of a regulär income tax on half of the proceeds from
new short term debt poured out to shareholders.
We also considered the decision to fund new Investments today with new debt or
equity (funding growth instead of increasing leverage for a given firm). But, to
decide on the relative advantage of debt or equity we had to hold the future
Investment policy constant. We may also insulate the firm's future dividend
policy from the current decision on how to fund the Investment by assuming that
in case of debt financing the principal and interest on that new debt will be repaid
by a future issue of new equity (non permanent new debt). In this case, debt
financing is preferable to equity if the corporate tax rate exceeds the income tax
rate of the marginal Investor in the debt market. Again, under the German tax
code, the comprehensive corporate tax rate to be considered depends on whether
the firm plans to raise short or long term debt. For short term debt to be
advantageous compared to equity, the income tax rate must not exceed 38.65%,
for long term debt the critical value is 32.52%. The difference in the values is due
to the privilege of short term debt in the trade tax code (the Gewerbesteuer). The
numbers are the same as in the case of the pure leverage decision, but note that
here we have to compare the income tax rate of the marginal Investor in the debt
market with this critical values when considering funding growth with debt or
equity, instead of the income tax rate of the firm's current shareholders when
considering the pure leverage decision.
If any debt raised to fund growth shall not be repaid in the nearer future, the firm
has either to decrease future Investments or future dividends compared to the case
of funding growth with new equity, since it has to pay more interest. We also
analyzed this debt/equity choice under the assumption of constant future
Investments but smaller total dividends in case of debt financing. For this case, the
relative advantage of debt depends on the corporate tax rate, the income tax rate
of the firm's shareholders, and the income tax rate of the marginal Investor in the
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debt market. Again, capital gains taxes are not relevant for the capital structure
decision. For the German tax code we found that debt is always advantageous,
considering the adjustment in dividends, if we make the simplifying assumption
of just one Single income tax rate.
Of course, our results are to be interpreted very carefully since we considered
taxes as the only relevant factor for the capital structure decision. Other aspects,
e.g. resulting from agency problems, may partly compensate a tax advantage or
disadvantage of debt. But, we think it worthwhile to know for sure first, if there is
a tax based advantage or disadvantage of debt, when taking into account other
aspects in the complex capital structure decision.
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